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Topic of the Month… Auto Physical Damage & Winter 

Driving. 

Winter driving, whether it’s a daily trip to the office or just an occasional 
need, can be hard on your car. Especially the front windshield. There are 
concerns with both the road and the weather once the cold season arrives. 
Understanding the hazards can help you avoid them, or at least leave you better prepared to 
handle any damages that may occur. 

Give it some personal space. We get it, when you’re running late or eager to get where you 
are going in rush hour traffic, keeping a good amount of space between you and other cars isn’t 
the first thing on your mind. But consider this, keeping a safe distance not only decreases your 
chances of getting into a fender bender (or worse), it also gives you time to avoid flying objects 
like rocks, debris.  The more space you leave between your car and other vehicles, the more 
time you have to prevent objects from hitting your windshield.  This is especially true for gravel 
and construction vehicles; Don’t Tailgate Gravel Trucks!  Many of these trucks have signs “Stay 
Back 200 feet” “Driver not responsible for vehicle damage” 200 Feet equals: 2/3s of a football 
field, 12.5 car lengths and surprise 243 feet is the 3 second following distance at 55 mph. 
Keep it comfortable.  As glass is exposed to extreme temperatures, it expands and contracts, 
so excessive heat weakens glass overtime. It’s best to park in a shaded shelter or garage 
whenever you can to minimize exposure to the elements. 
Buy it, it’s a nice gift.  All cars appreciate a new set of windshield wipers every now and then. 
Keep an eye on the wiper blades to make sure they’re effectively removing water from the 
windshield. If you notice patchy areas or misshapen blades, it’s time for a new pair. National 
Highway Transportation Board recommends wiper replacement at least annually. 
Treat it to a spa day. You wash, buff, and wax your car, but are you taking care of your 
windshield? Harsh chemicals can ruin any tinting or protective coatings. Treat it right with 
gentle, ammonia-free cleaning products to keep it clean and strong. 
Avoid sudden temperature changes. Do not use boiling water to defrost your windshield. Turn 
on the defroster and let the windshield warm up slowly.  
Use an ice scraper to remove ice. You can scratch or chip your windshield using table knives 
or metal spatulas to remove ice. Plastic ice scrapers are cheap or try spray deicers to melt the 
ice on your windshield…you may not even need to use a scraper. NEVER drive until your 
windshield is completely clear! 
Keep the Glass Clean. Running the wipers or using an ice scraper over stuck-on dirt is a 
common cause of windshield scratches. It is also easier to see small rock chips on a clean 
windshield than a dirty one.  
Check that the washer fluid reservoir is full. Use a winter washer fluid that has anti-fog and 
ice mix in the solution.  Water or thinned solutions will freeze and damage lines and pumps. 
Get rock chips repaired. That rock chip you got last July could very well crack out your 
windshield in December! Sudden temperature changes may cause small chips to start cracking. 
Call us with the chip before it cracks! 
SLOW DOWN!  Winter driving requires more time to avoid ice hazards especially when there is 
a potential for black ice. 
 

Thanks for your time.  Let’s work together to make Georgia a safer place to work. 
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